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“ Handling

'

IS a word used, iu a sense which only the

bv -ood" riders, by the expert

initiated
jt 'find to way into the vocabulaty

in various crafts ;

but
^ , ^hey use it about babies,

of mothers as freely as i^
gj^g j^e the

and so do the
then,” was my reply, but

baby,” said a timid moth married

I thought nurse had h
Barton’s

life I was ^
exquisite picture of ideal mother-

hands are spoken
handlin'? ” is a “ most excellent

hood. And, truly, that of handling

^'^\t iTnot of the babies I am thinking. They can be “handled”

by those only who are born with the gift. I have seen a little

girl of six rocking “heel and toe'' with her little one up to her

shoulder. What, I think, we mothers forget sometimes, is to

carry on our magic “handling” into the older lives of the children.

The little feet that zvt/l kick the table when father is writing, the

little wilful shoulders that shake with impatience, the eager

interruption when ciders are talking, the forehead that wt^l

pucker up in the eagerness of “adding,” the tired over-grown

back, whose “waist” will double up on its “second deck,” all

these are, to my mind, far better controlled and soothed by
“ handling ” than by the speaking of even a single word.
Little hands have, with nervous eagerness, drawn mine
tight over them, and fitted themselves under, as if seeking
strength for control

;
and little kisses have been silently printed

on my hands, when my face could not be reached, at moments
of supreme excitement.

foi.S”
*''C answer to this influence of

m!t ^ *>y a child of

ZarmsT^
’ ” “ I love you with
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I am no republican, but a very absolute governor
; so much

so, that I believe I have hardly a single law—no law to the
breaking of which an outward penalty is attached

; not that
I do not feel the offender deserves punishment, but because
a punishment which would be mild for one child would be
crushing to another. Therefore, I reserve to myself the power
of acting in each case as the occasion warrants. Some children

I hardly ever blame, because they have but too little self-respect

and to condemn them would be to make them lose all hope
'•

there are others whom I joke with about small things
; some

with whom I am constantly grave
;

all depends upon the

disposition of the child.

I purposely abstain from laying down theories, rules, or

from making any generalisations
;
my experience is, that all

children have such individuality of character, such difference

of circumstances, that it is next to impossible to reach the

noblest part of them in masses. I get to know the real thing

the children care for, that which calls out their best selves.

Then, and not till then, can I meet them in numbers. Indeed,

just so far as any one comes under my influence, in however

small a degree, it is important to me to discover their character,

to be judged of by their actions, expressions, words, and whab

ever else may have been given us as a means of understanding

one another.
OctAVIA Hill.

(From a. letter dated February rjtk, iSss-)

A little boy of six years old who bit his nails was told by his

aunt that if he would cure himself she would give him a gun,

and he was to have it when the nails were well grown. A

time after his mother pointed out to him how God hadJirst

loved us, and had given us blessings and privileges to w ic we

had to respond by a life of obedience. ^
don’t

minutes the child replied, “Yes, I understand, and mo he d

you think Aunt H. would like to be good hke God, and

ihe gun first, and then I will try and let my ”

added emnhaticallv. " It must be right to do as
„ , ,
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_ jg the further formu-

. •, to collect matter of supreme
valuyow parrot-like

Dur design >s
^ . Education ;

f®* " ^ / gome discrimination

'- n „r«o"ci«./child.en “'“S though, from .he

" especial value.
^hcervation or practice, will

riKgh'foi looto-o”) „,ake for the health and

)e thankfully received, if

agg. 8uch recollections, too, of the

..ppines. of “'hi'*'"
»f childhood as re,nam through

i,id impressions and acme feclm. gecphei that

.drancing life, should he of g.eat

T<> S,m,ari,s >f

Ir choice of subjects proposed to him when invited to address a meeting.

TTrkr pvamnlft !

“ The Skin, its Functions and Conditions of Health.”

“Hans Andersen as a Moral Teacher.”

“ The Art of Breathing.”

“ How to Make a Child Obey.”

“ Language.” ( “ Outline of the Laws of Thought.” Archbishop

Thomson.)
“ Conceptions.” ( “ Outline of the Laws of Thought.” Archbishop

Thomson.)
“ Children’s Picture Books.”
“ The Care and Training of the Eyes.”
“ Mother and Sons.”
“ The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice.”
“ The Care and Use of the Teeth.”
“The Children’s First PoetJ^
‘‘ Hymns for Children.”
“ First Idea of the Fatherhood of God.”
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